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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an overlock
sewing machine and to a sewing method for mutually
joining edges of two pieces of fabric in a state where
respective edges thereof are connected to each other.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In order to conventionally sew together two
pieces of fabric, for instance in garment sewing, overlock
sewing machines are ordinarily used to join the two piec-
es of fabric while avoiding fraying of fibers at the edges
of the pieces of fabric. Generally, two superposed pieces
of fabric, with the edges thereof aligned, are over-edge
stitched at the edges, using two looper threads, while the
pieces of fabric are sewn together using a needle thread
(Fig. 11(a)). The appearance of the sewn-on portion re-
sulting from such sewing by the overlock sewing machine
is poor in that, although fibers are not frayed, the edges
of the pieces of fabric are nevertheless still exposed. In
consequence, the sewn-on portion is made non-visible
from the outside by being arranged on the reverse sur-
face of the garment.
[0003] When the sewn-on portion resulting from such
sewing by the overlock sewing machine is disposed on
the reverse surface of the garment, however, the fabric
becomes thicker at the sewn-on portion (Figs. 11(a),
11(b)), and the sewn-on portion protrudes beyond the
reverse surface of the garment, thereby irritating the skin.
In particular, allergic diseases of the skin, for instance
atopic dermatitis, have become problematic in recent
years. When the skin comes in contact with a garment,
the symptoms of such diseases are aggravated due to
itching induced by rubbing with the garment. Some im-
provement can be achieved by turning inside out the un-
derwear or garment that is in contact with the skin, but,
even if the protruding sewn-on portion does not come
directly in contact with the skin, the sewn-on portion of
thick fabric, although lying on the outer surface of the
garment, exerts however greater pressure on the skin
than other portions of the garment, and the skin becomes
irritated, due to sliding, when the individual moves. Wear-
ing the underwear or garment turned inside out is not
only troublesome and unaesthetic, but makes it also dif-
ficult to fully bring out the intrinsic functionality of such
high-functional fabrics as have been developed in recent
years, all of which detracts from the value of the garment.
[0004] Accordingly, a demand exists for a seam struc-
ture for fabric and a sewing method that are aesthetically
superior and by virtue of which pieces of fabric can be
sewn together smoothly, without a sewn-on portion pro-
truding at the reverse surface of a garment that comes
in contact with the skin, and without fabric edges being
exposed at the front surface of the garment.
[0005] Patent literature 1: Japanese Patent Application

Publication No. 2013-34668
[0006] US 2 157 373 A relates to a thread handling
device for sewing machines.
[0007] WO 98/00594 A1 relates to a twin needle fed
with two needle threads; an upper looper fed with a looper
thread, and a lower spreader; a throat plate with two slots
for the needles and the stitch finger on the line of the cut
of increased width; and a thread-pulling arm for pulling
off an increased amount of the thread for the looper at
each angular stroke.
[0008] US 5 722 336 A relates to a skin foam-in-place
skin material which is prepared by stitching a plurality of
skin forming pieces into a predetermined shape. End
edges of the skin forming pieces made of moquette skin
are overlapped one upon another. The overlapped por-
tion is joined together by over-lock stitches at a stitching
pitch ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 mm using a single needle
and three threads along the end edge.
[0009] JP H08-141233 relates to a method for sewing
cloths by which a margin to sew up becomes flat when
developed and the form of sewn cloths is stabilized.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a sewing machine and a sewing method producing a
seam structure that is aesthetically superior and by virtue
of which pieces of fabric can be sewn together smoothly,
without a sewn-on portion protruding at the reverse sur-
face of a garment that comes in contact with the skin,
and without fabric edges being exposed at the front sur-
face of the garment.
[0011] The objects are solved by the features of the
independent claims.
[0012] As a result of studies directed at solving the
above problems, the inventor found that the ends of two
pieces of fabric can be joined, without protrusion of a
sewn-on portion, by virtue of a feature, wherein on the
upper face of one piece of fabric, there extends, along
an edge of the fabric, a stitch that is formed as a result
of part of a needle thread passing through the fabric to
reach a lower face thereof through stitch holes that are
provided at regular intervals; on the upper face of the
other piece of fabric, there are arrayed, along an edge
of the fabric, a plurality of rings that are formed as a result
of protrusion of an annular leading end of the needle
thread that has passed through the stitch holes of the
one piece of fabric and through the lower faces of the
two pieces of fabric; and a first looper thread, which runs
in a zigzagging manner on the fabric upper faces towards
the other piece of fabric so as to entwine two needle
threads that pass through the stitch holes of the one piece
of fabric, and the rings that protrude beyond the other
piece of fabric, are linked as a result of a second looper
thread repeatedly entering each loop hole that is formed
by the first looper thread, and exiting the loop hole while
entwining two opposing threads of two adjacent rings that
protrude beyond the other piece of fabric, and then en-
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tering a neighboring loop hole formed by the first looper
thread.
[0013] Specifically, a seam structure for fabric is ob-
tained, which is a structure for joining two pieces of fabric,
wherein on the upper face of one piece of fabric, there
extends, along an edge of the fabric, a stitch that is formed
as a result of part of a needle thread passing through the
fabric to reach a lower face thereof through stitch holes
that are provided at regular intervals; on the upper face
of the other piece of fabric, there are arrayed, along an
edge of the fabric, a plurality of rings that are formed as
a result of protrusion of an annular leading end of the
needle thread that has passed through the stitch holes
of the one piece of fabric and through the lower faces of
the two pieces of fabric; and a first looper thread, which
runs in a zigzagging manner on the fabric upper faces
towards the other piece of fabric so as to entwine two
needle threads that pass through the stitch holes of the
one piece of fabric, and the rings that protrude beyond
the other piece of fabric, are linked as a result of a second
looper thread repeatedly entering each loop hole that is
formed by the first looper thread, and exiting the loop
hole while entwining two opposing threads of two adja-
cent rings that protrude beyond the other piece of fabric,
and then entering a neighboring loop hole, thereby joining
the two pieces of fabric in a state where respective edges
thereof are connected to each other.
[0014] Further, a seam structure for fabric is obtained,
which is a structure for joining two pieces of fabric, where-
in on the upper face of one piece of fabric, there extends,
along an edge of the fabric, a stitch that is formed as a
result of part of a needle thread passing through the fabric
to reach a lower face thereof through stitch holes that are
provided at regular intervals; on the upper face of the
other piece of fabric, there are arrayed, along an edge
of the fabric, a plurality of rings that are formed as a result
of protrusion of an annular leading end of the needle
thread that has passed through the stitch holes of the
one piece of fabric and through the lower faces of the
two pieces of fabric; and a first looper thread, which runs
in a zigzagging manner on the fabric upper faces towards
the other piece of fabric so as to entwine two needle
threads that pass through the stitch holes of the one piece
of fabric, and the rings that protrude beyond the other
piece of fabric, are linked as a result of a second looper
thread repeatedly entering each loop hole that is formed
by the first looper thread, and exiting the loop hole while
entwining two opposing threads of two adjacent rings that
protrude beyond the other piece of fabric, and then en-
tering a neighboring loop hole, and the edge of one piece
of fabric is folded back, thereby joining the two pieces of
fabric in a state where the edge of the other piece of fabric
overlaps the fold-back portion.
[0015] Further, a method for sewing fabric includes:
aligning edges and forming a stitch along the edges while
causing a part of a needle thread to run through two ver-
tically superposed pieces of fabric at regular intervals,
from above the two pieces of fabric; on the upper face of

the upper fabric, forming a loop by running a first looper
thread in zigzag towards beyond the edges so as to en-
twine two needle threads that pass through the stitch
holes; on the lower face of the lower fabric, forming a
loop by causing an annular leading end of the passed-
through needle thread to extend beyond the edge of the
fabric; beyond the edges of the pieces of fabric, linking
the first looper thread and the needle thread as a result
of the second looper thread repeatedly entering, from
above, each loop hole that is formed by the first looper
thread, exiting the loop hole while entwining two opposing
threads of two adjacent loops formed by the needle
thread at the bottom of the loop hole, and entering there-
upon a neighboring loop hole formed by the first looper
thread, to perform over-edge stitching at a position away
from the edges of the pieces of fabric; and thereafter,
spreading out the two pieces of fabric, to join the two
pieces of fabric in a state where the respective edges are
connected to each other.
[0016] Further, another method for sewing fabric in-
cludes: aligning edges and forming a stitch along the edg-
es while causing a part of a needle thread to run through
two vertically superposed pieces of fabric at regular in-
tervals, from above the two pieces of fabric; on the upper
face of the upper fabric, forming a loop by running a first
looper thread in zigzag towards beyond the edges so as
to entwine two needle threads that pass through the stitch
holes; on the lower face of the lower fabric, forming a
loop by causing an annular leading end of the passed-
through needle thread to extend beyond the edge of the
fabric; beyond the edges of the pieces of fabric, linking
the first looper thread and the needle thread as a result
of the second looper thread repeatedly entering, from
above, each loop hole that is formed by the first looper
thread, exiting the loop hole while entwining two opposing
threads of two adjacent loops formed by the needle
thread at the bottom of the loop hole, and entering there-
upon a neighboring loop hole formed by the first looper
thread, to perform over-edge stitching at a position away
from the edges of the pieces of fabric; and thereafter,
spreading out the two pieces of fabric, to thereby fold
back the edge of the one piece of fabric, and join the two
pieces of fabric in a state where the edge of the other
piece of fabric overlaps the fold-back portion.
[0017] Further, an overlock sewing machine is provid-
ed, in which over-edge stitching is performed through
mutual cooperation of: a needle that has, at a tip thereof,
a thread hole, into which the needle thread is inserted,
and that moves up and down; an upper looper that has,
at a tip thereof, a thread hole, into which a first looper
thread is inserted, and that operates intersecting a feed
direction of the fabric; and lower looper that has, at a tip
thereof, a thread hole, into which the second looper
thread is inserted, and that operates intersecting the feed
direction of the fabric, wherein a position, at which over-
edge stitching is performed on a side face of a claw of a
needle plate, is disposed outwardly spaced from the edg-
es of the pieces of fabric that are cut by upper and lower
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knives.
[0018] Further, a sewing method by an overlock sew-
ing machine includes: relaxing the tension of a needle
thread to cause a lower looper to carry the annular lead-
ing end of the needle thread that has run through two
pieces of fabric, to a position outwardly spaced from edg-
es of the pieces of fabric, thereby performing over-edge
stitching by the first looper thread, the second looper
thread and the needle thread at the position.
[0019] Further, a sewing method by an overlock sew-
ing machine includes: passing a needle thread through
a threading hole of a looper thread take-up, such that,
when the looper moves, the lower looper carries the an-
nular leading end of the loosened needle thread.
[0020] The present invention succeeds in providing a
garment that is aesthetically superior and in which pieces
of fabric can be sewn together smoothly, without a sewn-
on portion protruding at the reverse surface of the gar-
ment that comes in contact with the skin, and without
fabric edges being exposed at the front surface of the
garment.
[0021] In the seam structure for fabric of the present
invention, the edges at which the two pieces of fabric are
joined to each other are not fixed, and can slide. As a
result, the fabric slides by tracking of the motion of the
skin of a moving individual, and, accordingly, the fabric
does not rub against the skin surface. It is therefore easy
to move, even with the worn garment. Further, allergic
skin is not irritated by the reverse surface of the garment,
even when in motion, and discomfort can thus be effec-
tively reduced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

Fig. 1 is a set of diagrams illustrating a seam struc-
ture for fabric (Fig. 1(a) is a top-view diagram, and
Fig. 1(b) is a bottom-view diagram);
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a state in which two
superposed pieces of fabric are being sewn;
Fig. 3 is set of diagrams illustrating the motion of a
needle, an upper looper and a lower looper;
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating over-edge stitching by
a needle thread, a first looper thread and a second
looper thread;
Fig. 5 is a set of diagrams illustrating a first embod-
iment of the adjustment of the degree of tension of
a needle thread (Fig. 5(a) is a diagram illustrating a
taut thread, and Fig. 5(b) is a diagram illustrating a
loose thread);
Fig. 6 is a set of diagrams illustrating a second em-
bodiment of the adjustment of the degree of tension
of a needle thread (Fig. 6(a) is a diagram illustrating
a taut thread, and Fig. 6(b) is a diagram illustrating
a loose thread);
Fig. 7 is a structure diagram of a needle plate that is
used in an overlock sewing machine;

Fig. 8 is a structure diagram of an overlock sewing
machine;
Fig. 9 is a set of diagrams (other embodiment) illus-
trating a seam structure for fabric (Fig. 9(a) is a top-
view diagram, and Fig. 9(b) is a bottom-view dia-
gram);
Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating over-edge stitching
by a conventional overlock sewing machine; and
Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating a seam structure for
fabric by a conventional overlock sewing machine
(Fig. 11(a) is a state in which a sewn portion is up-
right, and Fig. 11(b) is a state in which the sewn
portion has been flattened).

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0023] The sewing method of the present invention will
be explained next with reference to accompanying draw-
ings.
[0024] The seam structure for fabric is a seam structure
for fabric (1) in which edges (2a, 3a) of two pieces of
fabric (2, 3) are joined to each other in a state where latter
are connected to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
wherein: on the upper face of one piece of fabric (2) there
extends, along the edge (2a) of the fabric, a stitch (5) that
is formed as a result of a part of a needle thread (6)
passing through the fabric to reach a lower face thereof
through stitch holes (4) that are provided at regular inter-
vals; on the upper face of the other piece of fabric (3)
there are arrayed, along an edge (3a) of the fabric, a
plurality of rings (7) that are formed as a result of protru-
sion of an annular leading end of the needle thread (6)
having passed through the stitch holes (4) of the one
piece of fabric (2) and through the lower faces of the two
pieces of fabric (2, 3); and a first looper thread (8), which
runs in a zigzagging manner on the fabric upper faces
towards the other piece of fabric (3) so as to entwine two
needle threads (6) that pass through the stitch holes (4)
of the one piece of fabric (2), and the rings (7) that pro-
trude beyond the other piece of fabric (3), are linked as
a result of a second looper thread (9) repeatedly entering
each loop hole (10) that is formed by the first looper thread
(8), and exiting the loop hole (10) while entwining two
opposing threads of two adjacent rings (7) that protrude
beyond the other piece of fabric (3), and then entering a
neighboring loop hole, thereby joining the two pieces of
fabric (2, 3) in a state where the respective edges (2a,
3a) are connected to each other.
[0025] By adopting such a seam structure for fabric, it
becomes possible to provide a garment that is aestheti-
cally superior and in which pieces of fabric can be sewn
together smoothly, without a sewn-on portion protruding
at the reverse surface of the garment that comes in con-
tact with the skin, and without fabric edges being exposed
at the front surface of the garment.
[0026] In order to conventionally sew together two
pieces of fabric, for instance in garment sewing, overlock
sewing machines are ordinarily used to join the two piec-
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es of fabric while avoiding fraying of fibers at the edges
of the pieces of fabric. Generally, two superposed pieces
of fabric, with the edges thereof aligned, are over-edge
stitched at the edges, using two looper threads, while the
pieces of fabric are sewn together using a needle thread
(Fig. 11(a)). The appearance of the sewn-on portion re-
sulting from such sewing by the overlock sewing machine
is poor in that, although fibers are not frayed, the edges
of the pieces of fabric are nevertheless still exposed. In
consequence, the sewn-on portion is made non-visible
from the outside by being arranged on the reverse sur-
face of the garment.
[0027] When the sewn-on portion resulting from such
sewing by the overlock sewing machine is disposed on
the reverse surface of the garment, however, the fabric
becomes thicker at the sewn-on portion (Figs. 11(a),
11(b)), and the sewn-on portion protrudes beyond the
reverse surface of the garment, thereby irritating the skin.
In particular, allergic diseases of the skin, for instance
atopic dermatitis, have become problematic in recent
years. When the skin comes in contact with a garment,
the symptoms of such diseases are aggravated due to
itching induced by rubbing with the garment.
[0028] By joining pieces of fabric according to the seam
structure for fabric of the present invention, it becomes
possible to provide a garment that is aesthetically supe-
rior and in which pieces of fabric can be sewn together
smoothly, without a sewn-on portion protruding at the
reverse surface of the garment that comes in contact with
the skin, and without fabric edges being exposed at the
front surface of the garment. The respective edges of the
connected two pieces of fabric are not fixed, and can
slide. As a result, the fabric slides by tracking of the mo-
tion of the skin of a moving individual, and, accordingly,
the fabric does not rub against the skin surface. It is there-
fore easy to move, even with the worn garment. Further,
allergic skin is not irritated by the reverse surface of the
garment, even when in motion, and discomfort such as
itching can thus be effectively reduced.
[0029] As illustrated in Fig. 1(b),, the seam structure
produced with the method of the present invention is a
structure wherein on the lower face of fabric the needle
thread (6) is arranged perpendicularly to the respective
edges (2a, 3a) of the two pieces of fabric (2, 3), such that
the pieces of fabric are smooth and have not protruding
portions, not only on the upper face of the pieces of fabric,
but on the lower face as well. The upper face or the lower
face of the two pieces of fabric can be disposed on either
the front surface or the reverse surface of a garment.
[0030] The seam structure can be used to join all man-
ner of fabrics, so long as the latter are, for instance, woven
fabrics, knitted fabrics (knit-wear), lace, felt, nonwoven
fabrics or the like, without limitations regarding fiber ma-
terial and knitting or weaving scheme, and also fabrics
resulting from processing multiple fibers into a thin and
wide plate-like shape.
[0031] In order to form a seam structure for fabric such
as the one of Fig. 1 efficiently and with good precision,

a sewing method is suitably resorted to that involves ver-
tically superposing two pieces of fabric and sewing the
two pieces of fabric together as illustrated in Fig. 2.
[0032] Specifically, the method for sewing fabric in-
volves aligning the edges (2a, 3a) and forming the stitch
(5) along the edges (2a, 3a) while causing part of the
needle thread (6) to run through the two vertically super-
posed pieces of fabric (2, 3) at regular intervals, from
above the two pieces of fabric (2, 3); on the upper face
of the upper fabric (2), forming a loop by running the first
looper thread (8) in zigzag towards beyond the edges, in
such a way so as to entwine two needle threads (6) pass-
ing through the stitch holes (4); on the lower face of the
lower fabric (3), forming a loop by causing an annular
leading end of the run-through needle thread (6) to extend
beyond the edge of the fabric; beyond the edges (2a, 3a)
of the pieces of fabric, linking the first looper thread (8)
and the needle thread (6) as a result of the second looper
thread (9) repeatedly entering, from above, a respective
loop hole (10) that is formed by the first looper thread (8),
exiting the loop hole (10) while entwining two opposing
threads of two adjacent loops, formed by the needle
thread (6), at the bottom of the loop hole (10), and enter-
ing thereupon a neighboring loop hole formed by the first
looper thread (8), to perform over-edge stitching at a po-
sition away from the edges (2a, 3a) of the pieces of fabric
(2, 3); and thereafter, spreading out the two pieces of
fabric (2, 3), to join as a result the two pieces of fabric in
a state where the respective edges (2a, 3a) are connect-
ed to each other. This method is optimal by virtue of the
high sewing precision afforded by the method, and also
the excellent working efficiency of the method.
[0033] Such a sewing method can be carried out using
an overlock sewing machine (see Figs. 3, 4). The over-
lock sewing machine is a machine wherein over-edge
stitching is performed through mutual cooperation of a
needle (11) that moves up and down and that has, at the
tip, a thread hole (11a) into which the needle thread (6)
is inserted, an upper looper (12) that has, at the tip, a
thread hole (12a) into which the first looper thread (8) is
inserted and that operates by intersecting a feed direction
of the fabric, and a lower looper (13) that has, at the tip,
a thread hole (13a) into which the second looper thread
(9) is inserted and that operates by intersecting the feed
direction of the fabric. Figs. 3(a) to 3(i) illustrate a working
procedure of the needle (11), the upper looper (12) and
the lower looper (13) for performing over-edge stitching
by an overlock sewing machine.

(1) In a state where the needle (11) is positioned
above the upper looper (12), the latter moves left-
ward, and becomes disposed below the needle (11)
(Fig. 3(a)).
(2) The needle (11) moves from top to bottom, and
hooks the first looper thread (8) (Fig. 3(b)).
(3) The upper looper (12) moves rightward, and the
first looper thread (8) is stretched. The needle reach-
es thereupon a lowest point (Fig. 3(c)).
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(4) After reaching the lowest point, the needle rises,
and the lower looper (13) hooks part of the loosened
needle thread (6) (Fig. 3(d)).
(5) As the needle (11) ascends, the lower looper (13)
moves rightward, and the needle thread (6) is
stretched (Fig. 3(e)).
(6) Part of the loosened second looper thread (9) is
hooked as a result of the upward motion of the upper
looper (12) from the bottom (Fig. 3(f)).
(7) The upper looper (12) moves leftward, and the
needle (11) having descended from above hooks the
first looper thread (8) (Fig. 3(g)).
(8) The upper looper (12) moves rightward, and the
first looper thread (8) is stretched (Fig. 3(h)).
(9) When the upper looper (12) moves rightward, the
second looper thread (9) leaves the upper looper
(12) and becomes entangled with the first looper
thread (8) (Fig. 3(i)).

[0034] Over-edge stitching such as the one illustrated
in Fig. 4 can be performed thus by repeating such an
operation illustrated in Figs. 3(a) to 3(i).
[0035] Sewing in overlock sewing machines is ordinar-
ily performed with the needle thread (6) highly taut, but
in order to form the seam structure of the present inven-
tion, it is pertinent that the lower looper (13) moves right-
ward while stretching the needle thread (6) smoothly.
Preferably, therefore, the overlock sewing machine uti-
lizes a mechanism such that the tension of the needle
thread is relaxed when the lower looper (13) moves right-
ward.
[0036] As illustrated in Fig. 5, the overlock sewing ma-
chine is provided with an upper looper thread take-up
(25)), for smoothly supplying thread to the upper looper
(12), and with a lower looper thread take-up (26) for
smoothly supplying thread to the lower looper (13).
Thread is introduced into the overlock sewing machine,
along a thread guide (27), from a bobbin that is disposed
above the sewing machine; the first looper thread (8)
passes through a threading hole (25a) provided at the
tip of the upper looper thread take-up (25), and is supplied
to the upper looper (12), while the second looper thread
(9) passes through a threading hole (26a) at the tip of
the lower looper thread take-up (26), and is supplied to
the lower looper (13).
[0037] The upper looper thread take-up (25) rocks in
such a manner that the threading hole (25a) at the tip
moves up and down in response to the motion of the
upper looper (12). Specifically, the upper looper thread
take-up (25) rocks in such a manner that the threading
hole (25a) at the tip moves upward when the upper looper
(12) moves leftward in the figure, to thereby pay out
smoothly the first looper thread (8), and so that the
threading hole (25a) at the tip moves downward, in such
a manner that the first looper thread (8) does not loosen
inside the sewing machine, when the upper looper (12)
moves rightward. Meanwhile, the lower looper thread
take-up (26) rocks in such a manner that the threading

hole (26a) at the tip moves up and down in response to
the motion of the lower looper (13). Specifically, the lower
looper thread take-up (26) rocks in such a manner that
the threading hole (26a) at the tip moves downward, to
bring about thereby a state in which the second looper
thread (9) is fed smoothly, when the lower looper (13)
moves rightward in the figure, and a state in which loos-
ening of the second looper thread (9) is suppressed in
the upward motion of the threading hole (26a) at the tip,
when the lower looper (13) moves leftward.
[0038] In order to form the seam structure of the
present invention it is pertinent that the lower looper (13)
stretches the needle thread (6) rightward smoothly. Relief
of the tension of the needle thread (6) when the lower
looper (13) moves rightward can be accomplished easily
herein, for instance, by causing the needle thread (6),
having been guided into the sewing machine along the
thread guide, to pass through the threading hole (25a)
of the upper looper thread take-up (25) and the threading
hole (26a) of the lower looper thread take-up (Fig. 5).
[0039] Fig. 5(a) illustrates the state of the upper looper
thread take-up (25) and the lower looper thread take-up
(26) at a time where the upper looper (12) and the lower
looper (13) are spaced apart from each other, as in Fig.
3(c). When the needle (11) reaches the lowest point and
the upper looper (12) and the lower looper (13) are in a
state of being separated from each other, the threading
hole (25a) of the upper looper thread take-up (25) is po-
sitioned at the top and the threading hole (26a) of the
lower looper thread take-up (26) is positioned at the bot-
tom; as a result, the two threading holes (25a and 26a)
draw apart from each other, and the needle thread (6) is
brought to a taut state. From this state (state in Fig. 3(c)),
the upper looper (12) moves gradually leftward and the
lower looper (13) rightward, and the needle thread (6)
loosens gradually as a result.
[0040] Fig. 5(b) illustrates the state of the upper looper
thread take-up (25) and the lower looper thread take-up
(26) at a time where the upper looper (12) and the lower
looper (13) have come close to each other, as in Fig.
3(g). Herein the two threading holes (25a and 26a) draw
close to each other, whereby the needle thread (6) is
brought to a loosened state. The needle thread (6) loos-
ens thus in response to the motion of the lower looper
(13), and, accordingly, the lower looper (13) can move
rightward, while smoothly stretching the needle thread
(6), without experiencing resistance from the needle
thread (6). The seam structure of the present invention
can be formed stably as a result.
[0041] Fig. 5 illustrates an example in which the needle
thread (6) is caused to pass through the threading hole
(25a) of the upper looper thread take-up (25) and the
threading hole (26a) of the lower looper thread take-up
(26), but any widely used mechanism not limited thereto
can also be used, so long as the mechanism eases the
tension of the needle thread during the rightward motion
of the lower looper (13).
[0042] For instance, Fig. 6 illustrates a second embod-
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iment in which the needle thread (6) is not caused to pass
through the threading hole (26a) of the lower looper
thread take-up, but only through the threading hole (25a)
of the upper looper thread take-up, to adjust thereby the
degree of tension of the needle thread. In particular, if
the needle thread (6) is wound 1.5 to 2 times on the first
looper thread (8), above the vicinity of the threading hole
of the upper looper thread take-up, then the needle thread
(6) as well is readily made taut along with tensioning of
the first looper thread (8), in a state where the threading
hole (25a) of the upper looper thread take-up has de-
scended, as in Fig. 6(a), whereas when the upper looper
(12) moves leftward and the first looper thread (8) is
pulled up, as in Fig. 6(b), the needle thread (6) is pulled
up, along with the movement of the first looper thread
(8). The needle thread (6) can be loosened effectively as
a result.
[0043] By causing thus the needle thread to pass
through the looper thread take-up that moves up and
down in response to the motion of the looper, it becomes
possible to effectively loosen the needle thread during
motion of the lower looper, and it becomes possible for
the lower looper to carry smoothly the annular leading
end of the needle thread while stretching the needle
thread.
[0044] In order to bring the edges to a connected state
through spreading of the two pieces of fabric after the
latter have been sewn, in a superposed state, in the over-
lock sewing machine, it is necessary to perform over-
edge stitching at a position spaced from the edges (2a,
3a) of the pieces of fabric (2, 3) being superposed in such
a manner that the lower fabric can be spread out. To that
end, it is pertinent that in the overlock sewing machine,
the position (over-edging position (18)) at which over-
edge stitching is performed, on a side face of a claw (16)
of a needle plate (15) be disposed outwardly spaced from
the edges of the pieces of fabric that are cut by upper
and lower knives (19, 20).
[0045] Fig. 7 illustrates a structure of a needle plate
that is used in an overlock sewing machine. The needle
plate (15) is fixed to the frame of the overlock sewing
machine, at a site corresponding to the motion of the
needle (11). A needle drop section (17) is formed in the
needle plate (15), running vertically through the latter,
and the claw (16), which is formed integrally with the nee-
dle plate (15), extends rearwards, starting at the portion
adjacent to the needle drop section (17).
[0046] Frontward of the claw (16), on the side in front
of the needle drop section (17), there is provided a cutting
device (21) comprising the lower knife (20) and the upper
knife (19) that are vertically movable and fitted to the
sewing machine, such that the side edge of the fabric is
cut, immediately before sewing, through sliding contact
of both knives (19, 20) relatively to each other, which is
caused by downward movement of the upper knife (19)
(Fig. 8). A holding plate (not shown) is disposed on the
upper face of the needle plate (15), such that the fabric
can be fed out stably by being sandwiched between the

needle plate (15) and the holding plate.
[0047] Three rows of long holes (23) are formed, in the
needle plate (15), along the fabric feed direction. A fabric-
feeding mechanism is configured wherein feed dogs (22)
that protrude through the long holes (23) move in the up-
and-down and front-rear direction, along the long holes
(23), as a result of which the fabric on the needle plate
(15) is fed rearward (Fig. 8).
[0048] Upon startup of the overlock sewing machine,
the side edges of the pieces of fabric are trimmed as a
result of the up-and-down motion of the upper knife (19);
simultaneously therewith, the leading end of the fabric is
fed in, by the feed dogs (22), up to the needle drop section
(17), whereupon over-edge stitching is performed at the
over-edging position (18), on the side of the claw (16).
[0049] Over-edge stitching at a position spaced from
the edges (2a, 3a) of the superposed pieces of fabric (2,
3) can be performed by setting the claw (16) of the needle
plate (15) to be wide, and by setting the position (over-
edging position (18)), on the side of the claw (16) of the
needle plate (15), at which over-edge stitching is carried
out, to be outwardly spaced from the edges of the pieces
of fabric that are cut by the upper and lower knives (19,
20). The two pieces of fabric are thus sewn, in a super-
posed state, through over-edge stitching at a position
spaced from the edges, such that the lower fabric can be
movably spread, and a state be brought about in which
the edges are connected to each other, when the two
pieces of fabric are spread out thereafter.
[0050] The width of the claw (16) of the needle plate
(15) is to be adjusted, as appropriate, depending on the
tension of the thread and the stiffness of the fabric. How-
ever, the edges can be brought to a state of being con-
nected to each other, upon spreading of the two pieces
of fabric, by setting the position (over-edging position
(18)) on the side of the claw (16) of the needle plate (15),
at which over-edge stitching is performed, to be spaced
by a distance of about 1 mm beyond the edges (cutting
position (24)) of the pieces of fabric that are cut by the
upper and lower knives (19, 20).
[0051] It is also possible, by adjusting the position of
the upper and lower knives (19, 20) (by bringing the cut-
ting position (24) and the over-edging position (18) close
to each other), to cause only the edge of one of the pieces
of fabric to fold back upon spreading of the two pieces
of fabric, such that the two pieces of fabric are joined in
a state where the edge of the other piece of fabric over-
laps the fold-back portion (Fig. 9). Such joining with over-
lapping edges is preferable in that excellent strength is
afforded in that case, and the fabric can be used at gar-
ment sites likely to be acted upon by, for instance shoul-
der line portions, since no gaps occur between the two
pieces of fabric even when the latter are stretched left
and right. Pressure on the skin can thus be reduced, even
with part of the edges in an overlapping state, since the
extent by which the sewn portion protrudes is made suf-
ficiently smaller than that in conventional sewing meth-
ods (Figs. 11(a), 11(b)).
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[0052] A suitable scheme in order to perform over-
edge stitch at position spaced from the edges (2a, 3a) of
the superposed pieces of fabric (2, 3), using the overlock
sewing machine, involves relaxing the tension of the nee-
dle thread (6); having the lower looper carry the annular
leading end of the needle thread that has run through the
two pieces of fabric, to a position outwardly spaced from
edges of the pieces of fabric; and performing over-edge
stitching by the first looper thread, the second looper
thread and the needle thread, at a position outwardly
spaced from the edges of the pieces of fabric.
[0053] As illustrated in Fig. 4, the tension of the needle
thread (6) having passed through the needle (11) is
eased, so that, as a result, the annular leading end of the
needle thread (6) is stretched up to a position outwardly
spaced from edges of the pieces of fabric accompanying
the motion of the lower looper (13); thereupon, the latter
moves rightward in a state of having hooked the needle
thread (6), whereupon the annular leading end of the
needle thread (6) is over-edged, with the first looper
thread (8), by the second looper thread (9). By sewing
thus the pieces of fabric with stretching of the needle
thread (6), the piece of fabric at the bottom, having been
run through by the needle thread (6), can slide over the
side face of the needle thread, without experiencing re-
sistance, and can be spread smoothly when the two su-
perposed pieces of fabric are spread out.
[0054] The tension of the needle thread (6) in conven-
tional overlock sewing machines is high. Accordingly, the
needle thread having been hooked by the moving lower
looper (13) is pulled back when coming off the latter, and
the needle is disposed, in a zigzagging manner, on the
vertical plane within which the needle moves up and
down (Fig. 10). The needle thread, being thus disposed
in a zigzagging manner, is over-edged by the first looper
thread, at the top, and by the second looper thread, at
the bottom; as a result, the two superposed pieces of
fabric cannot be spread out, to the left and right, due to
presence of the over-edged portion, when attempting to
spread out the pieces of fabric (Fig. 10)).

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0055]

1 seam structure for fabric
2 fabric
2a edge
3 fabric
3a edge
4 stitch hole
5 stitch
6 needle thread
7 ring
8 first looper thread
9 second looper thread
10 loop hole
11 needle

11a thread hole
12 upper looper
12a thread hole
13 lower looper
13a thread hole
14 overlock sewing machine
15 needle plate
16 claw
17 needle drop section
18 over-edging position
19 upper knife
20 lower knife
21 cutting device
22 feed dog
23 long hole
24 cutting position
25 upper looper thread take-up
25a threading hole
26 lower looper thread take-up
26a threading hole
27 thread guide

Claims

1. Method for sewing fabric using an overlock sewing
machine (2, 3),
in which over-edge stitching is performed through
mutual cooperation of: a needle (11) that has, at a
tip thereof, a thread hole (11a), into which the needle
thread (6) is inserted, and that moves up and down;
an upper looper (12) that has, at a tip thereof, a thread
hole (12a), into which a first looper thread (8) is in-
serted, and that operates intersecting a feed direc-
tion of the fabric (2, 3); and lower looper (13) that
has, at a tip thereof, a thread hole (13a), into which
the second looper thread (9) is inserted, and that
operates intersecting the feed direction of the fabric
(2, 3), wherein
a position, at which over-edge stitching is performed
on a side face of a claw (16) of a needle plate (15),
is disposed outwardly spaced from the edges (2a,
3a) of the pieces of fabric (2, 3) that are cut by upper
and lower knives (19, 20),
the method comprising
aligning the edges (2a, 3a) and forming a stitch (5)
along the edges (2a, 3a) while causing a part of a
needle thread (6) to run through two vertically super-
posed pieces of fabric (2, 3) at regular intervals, from
above the two pieces of fabric (2, 3);
on the upper face of the upper fabric (2), forming a
loop by running a first looper thread (8) in zigzag
towards beyond the edges (2a, 3a) so as to entwine
two needle threads (6) that pass through the stitch
holes (4);
on the lower face of the lower fabric (3), forming a
loop by causing an annular leading end of the
passed-through needle thread (6) to extend beyond
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the edge of the fabric (2a, 3 a);
beyond the edges (2a, 3a) of the pieces of fabric (2,
3), linking the first looper thread (8) and the needle
thread (6) as a result of the second looper thread (9)
repeatedly entering, from above, each loop hole that
is formed by the first looper thread (8), exiting the
loop hole while entwining two opposing threads of
two adjacent loops formed by the needle thread (6)
at the bottom of the loop hole, and entering thereup-
on a neighboring loop hole formed by the first looper
thread (8), to perform over-edge stitching at a posi-
tion away from the edges (2a, 3a) of the pieces of
fabric (2, 3); and thereafter,
spreading out the two pieces of fabric (2, 3), to

i) join the two pieces of fabric (2, 3) in a state
where the respective edges (2a, 3a) are con-
nected to each other or
ii) thereby fold back the edge (2a, 3a) of the one
piece of fabric (2, 3), and join the two pieces of
fabric (2, 3) in a state where the edge (3a, 2a)
of the other piece of fabric (3, 2) overlaps the
fold-back portion,

relaxing the tension of the needle thread (6) to cause
a lower looper (13) to carry the annular leading end
of the needle thread (6) that has run through two
pieces of fabric (2, 3), to a position outwardly spaced
from edges (2a, 3a) of the pieces of fabric (2, 3),
thereby performing over-edge stitching by the first
looper thread (8), the second looper thread (9) and
the needle thread (6) at the position;
characterized in that the method further comprises
passing a needle thread (6) through a threading hole
(25a, 26a) of a looper thread take-up (25, 26), such
that, when the lower looper moves (13), the lower
looper (13) carries the annular leading end of the
loosened needle thread (6).

2. An overlock sewing machine for sewing fabric (2, 3)
comprising:

a needle (11) that has, at a tip thereof, a thread
hole (11a), into which the needle thread (6) is
inserted, and that moves up and down;
an upper looper (12) that has, at a tip thereof, a
thread hole (12a), into which a first looper thread
(8) is inserted, and that operates intersecting a
feed direction of the fabric (2, 3); and
a lower looper (13) that has, at a tip thereof, a
thread hole (13a), into which the second looper
thread (9) is inserted, and that operates inter-
secting the feed direction of the fabric (2, 3),
wherein the overlock sewing machine is config-
ured for over-edge stitching through mutual co-
operation of the needle (11), the upper looper
(12) and the lower looper (13), and a position,
at which over-edge stitching is performed on a

side face of a claw (16) of a needle plate (15),
is disposed outwardly spaced from the edges
(2a, 3a) of the pieces of fabric (2, 3) that are cut
by upper and lower knives (19, 20);
wherein the overlock sewing machine further
comprises an upper looper thread take-up (25)
for supplying the first looper thread (8) to the
upper looper (12), and a lower looper thread
take-up (26) for supplying the second looper
thread (9) to the lower looper (13), the upper
looper thread take-up (25) having, at a tip there-
of, a threading hole (25a) into which the first
looper thread (8) is inserted, the lower looper
thread take-up (26) having, at a tip thereof, a
threading hole (26a) into which the second loop-
er (9) thread is inserted,
characterized in that the needle thread (6) is
to be passed through at least the threading hole
(25a) of the upper looper thread take-up (25)
and the lower looper (13) is configured for car-
rying the annular leading end of the loosened
needle thread (6) when the lower looper (13)
moves.

3. The overlock sewing machine according to claim 2,
wherein
the upper looper thread take-up (25) is configured
to rock in such a manner that the threading hole (25a)
of the upper looper thread take-up (25) moves in
response to a motion of the upper looper (12), and
a motion of the threading hole (25a) of the upper
looper thread take-up (25) causes the needle thread
(6) to be tensioned or loosened.

4. The overlock sewing machine according to claim 2
or 3, wherein the needle thread (6) is passed through
the threading hole (25a) of the upper looper thread
take-up (25) and the threading hole (26a) of the lower
looper thread take-up (26).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Nähen von Stoff unter Verwendung
einer Überwendlich-Nähmaschine (2, 3), in der ein
Überkanten-Nähen durch eine gegenseitige Zusam-
menarbeit von: einer Nadel (11), die an ihrer Spitze
ein Fadenloch (11a) besitzt, in das ein Nähfaden (6)
eingeführt ist, und die sich nach oben und unten be-
wegt; einem oberen Greifer (12), der an einer Spitze
von ihm ein Fadenloch (12a) besitzt, in das ein erster
Greiferfaden (8) eingeführt ist, und der arbeitet, in-
dem er eine Vorschubrichtung des Stoffes (2, 3)
kreuzt; und einem unteren Greifer (13), der an seiner
Spitze ein Fadenloch (13a) besitzt, in das der zweite
Greiferfaden (9) eingeführt ist, und der arbeitet, in-
dem er die Vorschubrichtung des Stoffes (2, 3)
kreuzt, ausgeführt wird, wobei
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eine Position, an der ein Überkanten-Nähen ausge-
führt wird, auf einer Seitenfläche einer Kralle (16)
einer Stichplatte (15) nach außen beabstandet von
den Rändern (2a, 3a) der Teile des Stoffes (2, 3),
die durch obere und untere Messer (19, 20) geschnit-
ten werden, angeordnet ist,
wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Ausrichten der Ränder (2a, 3a) und Bilden eines
Stichs (5) entlang der Ränder (2a, 3a), während
bewirkt wird, dass ein Teil eines Nähfadens (6)
durch zwei vertikal überlagerte Teile des Stoffes
(2, 3) in regelmäßigen Abständen von oberhalb
der beiden Teile des Stoffes (2, 3) läuft;
auf der oberen Seite des oberen Stoffes (2) Bil-
den einer Schlaufe durch Durchführen eines
ersten Greiferfadens (8) in Zickzack in Richtung
über die Ränder (2a, 3a) hinaus, um zwei Näh-
fäden (6), die durch die Stichlöcher (4) führen,
zu verflechten;
auf der unteren Seite des unteren Stoffes (3)
Bilden einer Schlaufe durch Bewirken, dass ein
ringförmiges vorderes Ende des durchgeführten
Nähfadens (6) sich über den Rand des Stoffes
(2a, 3a) erstreckt;
über die Ränder (2a, 3a) der Teile des Stoffes
(2, 3) hinaus Verbinden des ersten Greiferfa-
dens (8) und des Nähfadens (6) als ein Ergebnis
dessen, dass der zweite Greiferfaden (9) wie-
derholt von oberhalb in jedes Schlaufenloch,
das durch den ersten Greiferfaden (8) gebildet
wird, eintritt, aus dem Schlaufenloch austritt,
während zwei gegenüberliegende Fäden von
zwei benachbarten Schlaufen, die durch den
Nähfaden (6) am Unterteil des Schlaufenloches
gebildet werden, austritt und daraufhin in ein be-
nachbartes Schlaufenloch, das durch den ers-
ten Greiferfaden (8) gebildet wird, eintritt, um ein
Überkanten-Nähen an einer Position entfernt
von den Rändern (2a, 3a) der Teile des Stoffes
(2, 3) auszuführen; und danach
Ausbreiten der beiden Teile des Stoffes (2, 3),
um

i) die beiden Teile des Stoffes (2, 3) in einem
Zustand, in dem die jeweiligen Ränder (2a,
3a) miteinander verbunden sind, zu verei-
nigen, oder
ii) dadurch den Rand (2a, 3a) des einen
Teils des Stoffes (2, 3) zurückzufalten und
die beiden Teile des Stoffes (2, 3) in einem
Zustand, in dem der Rand (3a, 2a) des an-
deren Teils des Stoffes (3, 2) den zurück-
gefalteten Teil überdeckt, zu vereinigen,

Entlasten der Spannung des Nähfadens (6), um
zu bewirken, dass ein unterer Greifer (13) das
ringförmige vordere Ende des Nähfadens (6),

das durch zwei Teile des Stoffes (2, 3) gelaufen
ist, zu einer Position, die nach außen beabstan-
det von Rändern (2a, 3a) der Teile des Stoffes
(2, 3) liegt, zu befördern, wodurch ein Überkan-
ten-Nähen durch den ersten Greiferfaden (8),
den zweiten Greiferfaden (9) und den Nähfaden
(6) an der Position ausgeführt wird;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren
ferner umfasst:
Führen eines Nähfadens (6) durch eine Einfä-
delöffnung (25a, 26a) einer Greiferfadenauf-
wicklung (25, 26) derart, dass dann, wenn sich
der untere Greifer bewegt (13), der untere Grei-
fer (13) das ringförmige vordere Ende des ge-
lockerten Nähfadens (6) befördert.

2. Überwendlich-Nähmaschine zum Nähen von Stoff
(2, 3), die umfasst:

eine Nadel (11), die an einer Spitze von ihr ein
Fadenloch (11a) besitzt, in das ein Nähfaden (6)
eingeführt wird, und die sich nach oben und un-
ten bewegt;
einen oberen Greifer (12), der an einer Spitze
von ihm ein Fadenloch (12a) besitzt, in das ein
erster Greiferfaden (8) eingeführt wird, und der
arbeitet, indem er eine Vorschubrichtung des
Stoffes (2, 3) kreuzt; und
einen unteren Greifer (13), der an einer Spitze
von ihm ein Fadenloch (13a) besitzt, in das der
zweite Greiferfaden (9) eingeführt wird, und der
arbeitet, indem er die Vorschubrichtung des
Stoffes (2, 3) kreuzt,
wobei die Überwendlich-Nähmaschine durch
gegenseitiges Zusammenarbeiten der Nadel
(11), des oberen Greifers (12) und des unteren
Greifers (13) für ein Überkanten-Nähen konfi-
guriert ist und eine Position, an der ein Überkan-
ten-Nähen ausgeführt wird, auf einer Seitenflä-
che einer Kralle (16) einer Stichplatte (15) nach
außen beabstandet von den Rändern (2a, 3a)
der Teile des Stoffes (2, 3), die durch obere und
untere Messer (19, 20) geschnitten werden, an-
geordnet ist;
wobei die Überwendlich-Nähmaschine ferner
eine Aufwicklung des Fadens des oberen Grei-
fers (25) zum Liefern des ersten Greiferfadens
(8) an den oberen Greifer (12) und eine Aufwick-
lung des Fadens eines unteren Greifers (26)
zum Liefern des zweiten Greiferfadens (9) an
den unteren Greifer (13) umfasst, wobei die Auf-
wicklung des Fadens des oberen Greifers (25)
an einer Spitze von ihr ein Einfädelloch (25a)
besitzt, in das der erste Greiferfaden (8) einge-
führt wird, wobei die Aufwicklung des Fadens
des unteren Greifers (26) an einer Spitze von
ihm ein Einfädelloch (26a) besitzt, in das der
zweite Greiferfaden (9) eingeführt wird,
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Nadelfa-
den (6) zumindest durch das Einfädelloch (25a)
der Aufwicklung des Fadens des oberen Grei-
fers (25) zu führen ist und der untere Greifer (13)
konfiguriert ist, das ringförmige vordere Ende
des gelockerten Nadelfadens (6) zu befördern,
wenn sich der untere Greifer (13) bewegt.

3. Überwendlich-Nähmaschine nach Anspruch 2, wo-
bei
die Aufwicklung des Fadens des oberen Greifers
(25) konfiguriert ist, in solch einer Weise zu schwin-
gen, dass sich das Einfädelloch (25a) der Aufwick-
lung des Fadens des oberen Greifers (25) als Reak-
tion auf eine Bewegung des unteren Greifers (12)
bewegt, und
eine Bewegung des Einfädelloches (25a) der Auf-
wicklung des Fadens des oberen Greifers (25) be-
wirkt, dass der Nadelfaden (6) gespannt oder gelo-
ckert wird.

4. Überwendlich-Nähmaschine nach Anspruch 2 oder
3, wobei der Nadelfaden (6) durch das Einfädelloch
(25a) der Aufwicklung des Fadens des oberen Grei-
fers (25) und das Einfädelloch (26a) der Aufwicklung
des Fadens des unteren Greifers (26) geführt wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour coudre une étoffe en utilisant une ma-
chine à surjeter (2, 3),
dans lequel une couture à point de surjet est réalisée
par coopération mutuelle de : une aiguille (11) qui a,
à un embout de celle-ci, un trou de fil (11a), dans
lequel le fil d’aiguille (6) est inséré, et qui se déplace
vers le haut et vers le bas ; un boucleur supérieur
(12) qui a, à un embout de celui-ci, un trou de fil
(12a), dans lequel un premier fil de boucleur (8) est
inséré, et qui fonctionne en coupant une direction
d’alimentation de l’étoffe (2, 3) ; et un boucleur infé-
rieur (13) qui a, à un embout de celui-ci, un trou de
fil (13a), dans lequel le second fil de boucleur (9) est
inséré, et qui fonctionne en coupant la direction d’ali-
mentation de l’étoffe (2, 3), dans lequel
une position, à laquelle la couture à point de surjet
est réalisée sur une face latérale d’une griffe (16)
d’une plaque à aiguille (15), est disposée vers l’ex-
térieur espacée par rapport aux bords (2a, 3a) des
pièces d’étoffe (2, 3) qui sont coupés par des cou-
teaux supérieur et inférieur (19, 20),
le procédé comportant les étapes consistant à :

aligner les bords (2a, 3a) et former une maille
(5) le long des bords (2a, 3a) tout en amenant
une partie d’un fil d’aiguille (6) à passer à travers
deux pièces d’étoffe (2, 3) verticalement super-
posées à intervalles réguliers, par le dessus des

deux pièces d’étoffe (2, 3) ;
sur la face supérieure de l’étoffe supérieure (2),
former une boucle en faisant passer un premier
fil de boucleur (8) en zigzag vers au-delà des
bords (2a, 3a) de manière à entrelacer deux fils
d’aiguille (8) qui passent à travers les trous de
maille (4) ;
sur la face inférieure de l’étoffe inférieure (3),
former une boucle en amenant une extrémité
avant annulaire du fil d’aiguille (6) traversé à
s’étendre au-delà du bord de l’étoffe (2a, 3a) ;
au-delà des bords (2a, 3a) des pièces d’étoffe
(2, 3), lier le premier fil de boucleur (8) et le fil
d’aiguille (6) en résultat du second fil de boucleur
(9) entrant de manière répétée, par le dessus,
dans chaque trou de boucle qui est formé par le
premier fil de boucleur (8), sortant du trou de
boucle tout en entrelaçant deux fils opposés de
deux boucles adjacentes formées par le fil
d’aiguille (6) au bas du trou de boucle, et entrant
sur celui-ci dans un trou de boucle voisin formé
par le premier fil de boucleur (8), pour réaliser
une couture à point de surjet à une position éloi-
gnée des bords (2a, 3a) des pièces d’étoffe (2,
3) ; et ensuite
déplier les deux pièces d’étoffe (2, 3), pour

i) assembler les deux pièces d’étoffe (2, 3)
dans un état où les bords (2a, 3a) respectifs
sont reliés l’un à l’autre, ou
ii) replier ainsi les bords (2a, 3a) de la pre-
mière pièce d’étoffe (2, 3), et assembler les
deux pièces d’étoffe (2, 3) dans un état où
le bord (3a, 2a) de l’autre pièce d’étoffe (3,
2) recouvre la portion repliée,

relâcher la tension du fil d’aiguille (6) pour ame-
ner un boudeur inférieur (13) à transporter l’ex-
trémité avant annulaire du fil d’aiguille (6) qui est
passé à travers les deux pièces d’étoffe (2, 3),
jusqu’à une position vers l’extérieur espacée par
rapport aux bords (2a, 3a) des pièces d’étoffe
(2, 3), en réalisant ainsi une couture à point de
surjet par le premier fil de boudeur (8), le second
fil de boudeur (9) et le fil d’aiguille (6) à cette
position ;
caractérisé en ce que le procédé comporte en
outre l’étape consistant à :
faire passer un fil d’aiguille (6) à travers un trou
d’enfilage (25a, 26b) d’un releveur de fil de bou-
deur (25, 26), de telle sorte que, lorsque le bou-
deur inférieur (13) se déplace, le boudeur infé-
rieur (13) transporte l’extrémité avant annulaire
du fil d’aiguille (6) détendu.

2. Machine à surjeter pour coudre une étoffe (2, 3)
comportant :
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une aiguille (11) qui a, à un embout de celle-ci,
un trou de fil (11a), dans lequel le fil d’aiguille
(6) est inséré, et qui se déplace vers le haut et
vers le bas ;
un boudeur supérieur (12) qui a, à un embout
de celui-ci, un trou de fil (12a), dans lequel un
premier fil de boudeur (8) est inséré, et qui fonc-
tionne en coupant une direction d’alimentation
de l’étoffe (2, 3) ; et
un boudeur supérieur (13) qui a, à un embout
de celui-ci, un trou de fil (13a), dans lequel le
second fil de boudeur (9) est inséré, et qui fonc-
tionne en coupant la direction d’alimentation de
l’étoffe (2, 3),
dans laquelle la machine à surjeter est configu-
rée pour réaliser une couture à point de surjet
par coopération mutuelle de l’aiguille (11), du
boudeur supérieur (12) et du boudeur inférieur
(13), et une position, à laquelle une couture à
point de surjet est réalisée sur une face latérale
d’une griffe (16) d’une plaque à aiguille (15), est
disposée vers l’extérieur espacée par rapport
aux bords (2a, 3a) des pièces d’étoffe (2, 3) qui
sont coupées par des couteaux supérieur et in-
férieur (19, 20) ;
dans laquelle la machine à surjeter comporte en
outre un releveur de fil de boudeur supérieur
(25) pour délivrer le premier fil de boudeur (8)
au boudeur supérieur (12), et un releveur de fil
de boudeur inférieur (26) pour délivrer le second
fil de boudeur (9) au boudeur inférieur (13), le
releveur de fil de boudeur supérieur (25) ayant,
à un embout de celui-ci, un trou d’enfilage (25a)
dans lequel le premier fil de boudeur (8) est in-
séré, le releveur de fil de boudeur inférieur (26)
ayant, à un embout de celui-ci, un trou d’enfilage
(26a) dans lequel le second fil de boudeur (9)
est inséré,
caractérisée en ce que le fil d’aiguille (6) doit
être passé à travers au moins le trou d’enfilage
(25a) du releveur de fil de boudeur supérieur
(25) et le boudeur inférieur (13) est configuré
pour transporter l’extrémité avant annulaire du
fil d’aiguille (6) détendu lorsque le boudeur infé-
rieur (13) se déplace.

3. Machine à surjeter selon la revendication 2, dans
laquelle
le releveur de fil de boudeur supérieur (25) est con-
figuré pour basculer d’une manière telle que le trou
d’enfilage (25a) du releveur de fil de boudeur supé-
rieur (25) se déplace en réponse à un mouvement
du boudeur supérieur (12), et
un mouvement du trou d’enfilage (25a) du releveur
de fil de boudeur supérieur (25) amène le fil d’aiguille
(6) à être tendu ou détendu.

4. Machine à surjeter selon la revendication 2 ou 3,

dans laquelle le fil d’aiguille (6) est passé à travers
le trou d’enfilage (25a) du releveur de fil de boudeur
supérieur (25) et le trou d’enfilage (26a) du releveur
de fil de boudeur inférieur (26).
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